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1

Introduction
The functions ‘reposition’ and ‘NC-block restart’ automate traversing back to
the contour following a NC-program interruption.
After NC-program interruptions in which the operator withdrew the tool
from the contour by means of jogging, e. g., to inspect the inserts on the
tool, the ‘reposition’ function allows the operator to return to the point of
interruption, and the ‘NC-block restart’ function allows him to traverse
back to the starting point of the block.
X
Initial Position
Z
Legal Traverse
Range for
Repositioning

Legal Traverse
Range for NC
Block Restart

End Position

Start Position

Interruption Point

Figure 1-1: Repositioning and NC-block restart illustrated using an interruption of
turning.

Both functions are available in the manual and automatic operating
modes. In manual mode the control compensates for the difference between the target position and the actual position in the order in which the
user presses the jog keys. In automatic mode the control guides the
axes to their target position in a specified order—in some cases, simultaneously.
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2

Operating Steps

2.1

Initial Situation for Repositioning and NC-block Restart


The operator has interrupted NC-program execution in one of the program operating modes ‘automatic’, ‘semi-automatic’ or ‘execute in manual mode.’
 The operator has removed the axes from the contour by means of jogging, and
 has not yet pressed Control-Reset.
 In all other situation in which the operator activates the

WARNING

2.2

function ‘reposition’ or ‘NC-block restart,’ the NC will ignore this request.
Thus, the functions cannot be used from a reset state
(after power-on, after end of NC-program, and after
Control-Reset) if the tool has not yet left the contour.

Repositioning and NC-block Restart in Manual Mode

 Reposition
 NC-block

restart

Figure 2-1: Example: Call repositioning / NC-block restart function in manual
mode via Machine Keys
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 Adjust
spindel 1

 Adjust
spindel 2

 Reposition
Off

Figure 2-2: Example: REPOS screen for repositioning and NC-block
restart.
Operating Steps

1) Select MANUAL mode


Press the MANUAL control button if manual mode is not yet active.

2) Select repositioning or NC-block restart


Select either repositioning or NC-block restart by pressing the
appropriate button on the machine control panel.



The REPOS screen (see above) shows the following for each
feed axis:
 Final value
 Command value and
 Distance to go

Distance to goRepositioning :

= Interruption position - actual
position

Distance to goNC-block restart : = Block start position - actual
position.


For spindles, the REPOS screen shows the actual value, the
command value, the override and the actual and command
M-function.



In addition, this screen shows the programmed and current F
value (actual and command value), the feed override, the
currently active NC-program, the current T-number, and the
current M and G commands.



The user must adjust any axes and spindles which the REPOS
screen identifies using an adjust symbol
the screen.



on the right side of

The REPOS screen also displays the return-to-position status for
the tool storage axis. If the tool storage axis is not returned to
position, the screen will display a adjust symbol
T-word on the right side of the screen.

following the

3) Press Machine Keys or axis jog buttons.


Press the appropriate axis jog buttons to return the tool storage
axis to its previous state if the REPOS screen displays the adjust
symbol



2-2

Operating Steps

(indicating that an adjustment must be performed).

Spindles identified by the adjust symbol
on the REPOS screen
must be returned to the status which they had before the
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interruption by pressing the Machine Keys used for ‘spindle
adjustment.’


Any auxiliary functions interrupted, for example, coolant, must be
reactivated.



The feed axes, marked by the REPOS screen with an adjust
, must be returned to their prior position with the aid of
symbol
the axis jog buttons.

4) Continue machining

2.3



Select the desired program operating mode by pressing the
AUTO or SEMI-AUTO Machine Keys.



Continue machining by pressing the Start button.

Repositioning and NC-block Restart in NC-program Mode
1) Select repositioning or NC-block restart


Select the desired function in manual mode by pressing the
‘reposition’ or ‘NC-block restart’ button.



The REPOS screen which appears corresponds to that for
repositioning or NC-block restart in the manual mode (see above).

2) Select the AUTO or SEMI-AUTO mode.


Press the Machine Key AUTO or SEMI-AUTO.

3) Press the start button.


Press the start button to start repositioning or NC-block restart.



The NC will then adjust the axes and spindles in a specified order.

instruction: The order in which the NC adjusts the axes and spindles and
outputs the auxiliary functions can be specified by the
machine builder in a REPOS subroutine. The machine
builder can use any desired logic in this subroutine and
thereby ensure that repositioning and NC-block restart will be
performed reliably even in exception situations (even on
complex machine systems).


2.4

As soon as all the spindles and axes have adjusted to their former
state and the REPOS subroutine execution is completed, the NC
resumes program execution without interruption (or restart).

Recommendations for Repositioning and NC-block
Restart
The operator should activate repositioning or NC-block restart in the
manual mode and should only jog the axes so far toward the contour that
it is certain that collisions will be avoided. The operator should then switch
to the most recently active NC-program mode and should resume
repositioning or NC-block restart by pressing the start button.
instruction: By changing to the ‘automatic’ mode ahead of time, tool
racing and tool racing marks on the workpiece can be avoided since in automatic mode the NC continues NC-program
execution without interruption (or without a restart) after
repositioning or after NC-block restart (provided that singleblock processing is not active).
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2.5

Legal Operator Actions Prior to Repositioning or
NC-block Restart

Modify Axis States
In jog mode, the operator is allowed to make virtually all feed axis, tool
storage axis and spindle moves to move the tool away from the workpiece.

Modify Zero Offsets
The active zero offset can be edited to allow the user to move and rotate
the workpiece coordinate system and, thus, the workpiece contour.
instruction: If the user edits the zero offset data during an NC-program
interruption, the operator thereby moves and rotates the
point of interruption and the block starting point in addition
to the programmed contour.

Edit Tool and D-corrections
Any change in the tool corrections (including the D-corrections) during a
program interruption will result in the tool holder to be shifted.
It can be especially advantageous to change the tool corrections and
D-corrections during a program interruption and then to resume machining (without further operation actions) at the beginning of the block or at
the point of interruption if a tool needs to be replaced due to wear or
failure.
In addition, a gaging cut (scratching) can be performed at any desired
location. To do this, the operator interrupts NC-program execution during
a motion block, jogs the axes away from the contour, determines the
actual dimension of the given geometry, and enters the difference relative
to the specified dimension in the geometry or wear data for the active tool.
He then continues program execution with the aid of the repositioning or
NC-block restart functions.

Activate and Deactivate Auxiliary Functions
Auxiliary functions — coolant, for example — can be activated or deactivated during an NC-program interruption using the machine operating
keys on the PC or the push buttons on the BTM.
instruction: If the same auxiliary functions will need to be active at the
start of repositioning or NC-block restart as were active
prior to the interruption, it makes sense for the machine
builder to back up the status of all relevant auxiliary functions in the SPS the first time a jog move is performed and
to update them automatically when the functions are activated.

2-4

Operating Steps
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Repositioning and NC-block Restart in Manual
Mode

3.1

General Information
With repositioning and NC-block restart, the order in which the states and
axis positions (which were in effect prior to the interruption) are restored
using the jog keys is completely up to the operator.
When repositioning and NC-block restart are used in manual mode — as
with jog — up to nine different feed axes and three spindles can be made to
return to their status prior to the interruption.

3.2

Feed Axes
The NC traverses the feed axes when jogging takes place utilizing the
selected jog mode (PxxC.JOGMn). Unlike in jog mode, during repositioning
or NC-block restart the NC prevents the target positions from being
overshot.
The operator can traverse the feed axes in the opposite direction within the
permissible traverse zone (between the destination position and the initial
position, see Figure 1.1), for example to traverse around an obstruction. As
in jogging, the feed axes can be traversed in any desired order.
instruction: The destination position of modulo (endless rotating) rotary
axes. As soon as the destination position is reached, the Graphical User Interface removes the corresponding adjustment
symbol . If the operator traverses past the destination position, the user interface sets the adjustment symbol
again.

3.3

Spindles
A positive edge on the corresponding Gateway interface signal restores
the status prior to the interruption.
Status Prior to
interruption
(Commanded
M-function)

Operating Mode

Signal to Be
Activated

M03 Sxxx

Rotational speed
control

AxxC.M3 or
AxxC.M4

M04 Sxxx

Rotational speed
control

AxxC.M4 or
AxxC.M3

M05

Rotational speed
control

AxxC.M5

M19 Sxxx

Position output

AxxC.M19

instruction: In order to be able to adjust the spindles, the ‘spindle adjust
function’ should be implemented via Machine Keys for each
spindle in the Graphical User Interface, and it should be
integrated in the current SPS program using the appropriate temporary flags.
With rotary (C-)axis capable main spindles, the user can
use the jog buttons to traverse to the rotary axis position
which was in effect prior to the interruption.
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3.4

Tool Storage Axes
During repositioning and NC-block restart the NC traverses NC- and SPScontrolled tool storage axes (including combined spindle/turret axes) as it
would in jog mode whenever the jog buttons are pressed (gateway signals
‘PxxC.MGP0S‘ and ‘PxxC.MGNEG‘).
instruction: The target position can be overshot with endless rotating
NC- or SPS-controlled tool storage axes. As soon as the
destination position is reached, the Graphical User Interface removes the corresponding adjustment symbol . If
the operator traverses past the destination position, the
Graphical User Interface sets the adjustment symbol
again.

3-2
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Reposition and NC-block Restart in the ProgramDriven Operating Modes

4.1

REPOS NC-subroutine
The REPOS subroutine allows the machine builder to adapt the contour
approach strategy used for repositioning and NC-block restart to the given
machine system and the given initial condition.
All NC commands are legal in the REPOS subroutine (as in the homing
program). In addition to using the NC commands to restore the original
axis states (G77), the user can program logic commands and activate or
deactivate auxiliary functions which may or may not be active during the
process (for example, ‘coolant on’).
The ‘.REPOS‘ label must be programmed at the beginning of the REPOS
subroutine, and the NC-command RTS must be programmed at the end
of the subroutine. The NC-command RTS is necessary for the NC to
retain a previous state and not reset it and to continue program NCprogram execution without interruption.
As in an advance program, reverse vectors can be programmed in the
REPOS subroutine. If a reverse is performed during repositioning or
NC-block restart, the NC branches to the valid reverse label and continues machining there before it branches to the ‘.HOME’ label.
The user can store the REPOS subroutine in the current NC-program, in
the NC-program 99, or in the NC-cycle memory.

4.2

NC Command ‘NC-block Restart/Repositioning’

General Information
G77 causes the NC to restore the original state for the programmed axes.
G77 is active only for the block in which it is located (NC-block active).
The syntax is identical to that of the axis homing cycle (G74).
Note that an F-value is present in each G77 block in which a feed axis is
programmed. If this is not the case, the NC interrupts NC-program
execution at the beginning of the block and generates the appropriate
error message.

Feed Axes
With G77, the NC adjusts the existing distance to go between the target
position and the current actual position using a G00-like interpolation
routine.
During an active G77 block, the NC retains all the technology-related
functions, in particular the G-codes. However, it does not take into
account all G-codes affecting interpolation, nor does it take the tool radius
path correction into account (as in jog mode).

Spindles
‘G77 Sj 0’ (j = ‘‘, 1, 2, 3) causes the NC to restore the most recently active
RPM speed for spindle ‘j’, or it causes the NC to traverse to the specified
destination position.
When traversing to the destination position, the NC or the digital drive will
travel at the positioning RPM speed specified in the axis parameters or
drive parameters. An additional or S-value is not needed for specifying the
positioning speed.
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instruction: With rotary (C-)axis capable spindles and with spindles to
which a rotary axis is assigned, the operating mode ‘spindle
or rotary axis mode’ must be stored in the PLC in the event
of program interruptions. It must be taken into account
since the command ‘G77 Sj 0’ will result in a program
interruptions and error message if ‘spindle mode’ was
present before the interruption. Similarly, ‘G77 C0’ results in
an error message if ‘rotary axis mode’ was present prior to
the interruption.

Tool Storage Axis
NC- and SPS-controlled tool storage axes (including combined spindle/
turret axes) must be adjusted in the REPOS subroutine by means of the
NC-command MTP. When MTP is called, the NC traverses to the location
which had been traversed to prior to the interruption (by means of MTP,
MMP, MRF, MHP, MFP and MOP). A speed does not need to be
specified.
As in NC-program controlled mode, the tool storage axis can sometimes
traverse asynchronously with the other axes. The machine builder can, if
need be, use the NC-command MRY to synchronize the asynchronous
movement of the tool storage system with that of the remaining axes.

4-2
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5

Limitations
Links and NC-block active Functions The links and NC-block active functions which are deactivated during jogging are not activated by the NC
until NC-program execution resumes. Links and NC-block active functions remain deactivated during repositioning and NC-block restart in
manual mode and in the NC-program operating modes.

5.1

Axis Switching
Axes which are not in the primary process when jogging is first performed remain in this process during repositioning and NC-block restart if
the process parameter Bxx.036 ‘Manual Axis Jogging causes Reset’ is
set to ‘no’.
Only axes which are present in the process can be adjusted during repositioning and NC-block restart.

5.2

Coordinate Transformation Function
During repositioning or NC-block restart, the NC traverses the axes which
are involved in the coordinate transformation (typically ‘X’ and ‘C’) in the
Cartesian coordinate system, as in jog mode, if the user traverses the
respective axes.
In the REPOS subroutine, the target position must be programmed using
the axis names for the fictive Cartesian axes when the transformation
function (G31, G32)is active.
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Machine Parameters

6.1

Adjustment Window for Repositioning and NC-block
restart
Name

Axis parameter
Type

Window for Repositioning and NC-block restart
Cxx.086
Axis parameters for:
 digital and analog linear axes
 digital and analog rotary axes
 digital rotary (C-)axis capable main spindles
Adjustment Window

Actual Position

X
End Position = Interruption Point or Block Starting Point

 End position - Actual position   Adjustment Window
Figure 6-1: Adjustment window

Purpose

The machine builder can use the adjustment window for each feed axis
(with meanings: X, Y, Z, U, V, W, A, B, C in the coordinate system) to
define when the axis is considered to be fully adjusted when repositioning
or NC-block restarts are performed.
A value ‘0’ specifies that the respective axis is ignored when repositioning
and NC-block restarts are performed. All other values cause the NC to
monitor the difference between the end position and the actual position
during repositioning and NC-block restart.

Value range
Default

0.1 - 200000 [mm]
0.2 [mm]
instruction:


In general, spindles must always be adjusted.



In the case of NC-controlled tool storage axes, the NC does not
evaluated this parameter. Instead, it only evaluates the process
specific parameter Bxx.045 ‘Reposition Tool Storage Axis’ that can be
set to ‘yes’ or ‘no’.



When the coordinate transformation is active with fictive axes, the NC
uses the adjustment window of the axis whose meaning in the
coordinate system is ‘X’.



The functions reposition and NC-block restart can only be used in a
logical manner if the machine builder sets the process parameters
Bxx.036 ‘Manual Axis Jogging causes Reset’ and Bxx.032 ‘Reverse
Program Execution Required’ to ‘no’.
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6.2

Reposition Tool Storage Axis
Name
Process parameter
Purpose

Value range
Default

6-2

Machine Parameters

Reposition Tool Storage Axis
Bxx.045
The machine builder can use this parameter to set whether NC- and SPScontrolled tool storage axes are to be adjusted when repositioning or NCblock restarts are performed. Entering ‘yes’ causes the tool storage axis
to be taken into account when the group signal ‘status prior to interruption
restored’ is generated.
Yes / no
No
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Gateway Control and Status Signals

7.1

Control Signals ‘Repositioning’ and ‘Restart’
Name
Purpose

Evaluation

PxxC.REPOS (REPOSitioning)
PxxC.RESTA (RESTArt)
When the control signal PxxC.REPOS is set, the SPS activates
repositioning and when the control signal PxxC.RESTA is set the SPS
activates NC-block restart.
The NC does not evaluate these control signals unless:
the operator has interrupted NC-program execution in one of the program
operating modes ‘automatic’, ‘semi-automatic’ or ‘execute in manual mode’
the operator has left the contour by jogging axes in the ‘manual’ mode
the operator has not yet pressed Control-Reset.
In all other situations the NC ignores these gateway signals.

Meaning

PxxC.REPOS = ‘0’:

Do not activate repositioning

PxxC.REPOS = ‘1’:

Perform repositioning

PxxC.RESTA = ‘0’:

Do not activate NC-block restart

PxxC.RESTA = ‘1’:

Perform NC-block restart

instruction:

Recommendation

7.2



As soon as the SPS resets the control signals PxxC.REPOS or
PxxC.RESTA, the NC stops repositioning or NC-block restart in the manual mode after the current motion has been completed. From this point
on, the NC traverses the axes in jog mode. Thus, it is now possible to
travel beyond the end position.



In the program operating modes it is important to be certain that the SPS
does not cancel the control signals PxxC.REPOS or PxxC.RESTA too
soon during execution of the REPOS subroutine, since executing a G77
command when PxxC.REPOS or PxxC.RESTA are not active will result
in an NC-program interruption and an error message.

The SPS generally should allow the control signals PxxC.REPOS and
PxxC.RESTA to remain active after activation of repositioning or NCblock restart (including the associated screen) until the NC removes the
gateway status signal PxxS.REPOS ’Reposition.Restart allowed’ or until
the operator terminates repositioning for the NC-block restart.

Status Signal ‘Reposition.Restart allowed’
Name

PxxS.REPOS (REPOSitioning or restart allowed)

Purpose

Each time NC-program processing is interrupted, the NC sets the status
signal PxxS.REPOS. This indicates to the SPS that repositioning or
NC-block restart can be performed.

Evaluation

The NC sets the status signal PxxS.REPOS each time the program is
interrupted and does not reset it until program execution is resumed or
until the program is terminated by a Control-Reset.

Meaning

PxxS.REPOS = ‘0’: Repositioning/NC-block restart not allowed
PxxS.REPOS = ‘1’: Repositioning/NC-block restart allowed
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7.3

Status Signal ‘Conditions Restored’
Name

PxxS.CREST (Conditions RESTored)

Purpose

By setting the status signal PxxS.CREST, the NC signals to the SPS that
all axes which are involved in the repositioning or NC-block restart have
assumed the condition which they had prior to the interruption.
The NC considers the following to be relevant axes, whose status must
be restored upon repositioning or NC-block restart:
 all spindles
 all rotary (C-)axis capable main spindles and combined spindle/turret
axes if they were in spindle mode prior to the interruption
 all feed axes (axis meanings X, Y, Z, U, V, W, A, B, C) whose axis
parameter Cxx.086 ‘Window for Repositioning and NC-block restart’ is
not equal to ‘0’ and
 the if ‘yes’ was entered in process parameter Bxx.045 ‘Reposition Tool
Storage Axis’ of NC- or SPS-controlled tool storage axis
 The machine builder can use the group signal PxxS.CREST ‘Conditions
restored’, for example, to ensure that all relevant axes are adjusted
when manual mode is used.

Evaluation

The NC only updates the status signal during repositioning or during
NC-block restart if the corresponding control signals PxxC.REPOS or
PxxC.RESTA are set to ‘1’.

Meaning

PxxS.CREST = ‘0’: The status prior to the interruption has not yet been
reestablished.
PxxS.CREST = ‘1’: The status prior to the interruption is restored for all
relevant axes
instruction:

7.4



Axes which are not adjusted or are not completely adjusted are not
updated by the NC until the NC-program begins to execute again if
new command values are output for the respective axes.



The NC resets the status signal PxxS.CREST when the SPS withdraws the control signal PxxC.REPOS or PxxC.RESTA or when the
operator subsequently once again withdraws an axis from the contour.

Gateway Signal Interactions

Repositioning/NC Block Restart Allowed (PxxS.REPOS)

Repositioning/NC Block Restart ON (PxxC.REPOS / PxxC.RESTA) and REPOS Screen Displayed

Status Prior to Interruption Restored (PxxS.CREST)

Interrupt Program

Activate
Repositioning/NC
Block Restart

Adjust
Axes

Program Start or
Control Reset

Figure 7-1: Gateway signal interaction for repositioning and NC-block restart.

7-2
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Each time NC-program processing is interrupted, the NC sets the gateway signal ‘repositioning / NC-block restart allowed’ (PxxS.REPOS = ‘1’).
After jogging is completed, the operator calls the function ‘repositioning’ or
‘NC-block restart’ by pressing the respective Machine Keys. The SPS
then sets the Gateway control signals ‘repositioning’ (PxxC.REPOS = ‘1’)
or ‘NC-block restart’ (PxxC.RESTA = ‘1’). As soon as the operator has
finished adjusting all axes, the NC reports this fact by setting the gateway
status signal ‘conditions restored’ (PxxS.CREST = ‘1’). The NC resets
these signal when the SPS withdraws the control signal ‘repositioning’
(PxxC.REPOS = `0`) or ‘restart’ (PxxC.RESTA = ‘0’) or the operator once
again withdraws an axis from the contour.
The NC resets the signal ‘repositioning / NC-block restart allowed’
(PxxS.REPOS = ‘0’) as soon as it resumes NC-program execution or the
SPS issues a Control-Reset.
instruction: It is important to be certain that the SPS does not prematurely remove the control signal ‘repositioning’ PxxC.REPOS or
‘NC-block restart’ PxxC.RESTA while the REPOS subroutine
is still executing. The SPS should not remove repositioning or
NC-block restart until the status signal ‘PxxS.REPOS’ has a
state ‘0’.
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Example
In this example the functions ‘repositioning’ and ‘NC-block restart’ are to
be implemented for a lathe having axes ‘S1/C’ (rotary (C-)axis capable
main spindle), ‘S2’ (tool spindle), ‘X’ and ‘Z’ as well as an SPS controlled
tool turret.

8.1

Configure Machine Keys
1) Call the function ‘repositioning’ or ‘NC-block restart’
Both functions are to be called in manual mode by pressing a Machine
Key (in the example: level 03). To accomplish this, place the necessary
symbols and texts on the appropriate Machine Keys and enter the SPS
Identifiers (in the example: ‘mREPOS’ and ‘mRESTA’) in the lines
assigned to the Machine Keys. In addition to the SPS Identifiers, the level
called when pressing the key, the function number 55 (REPOS function)
and the name of the submode must be entered (see also Graphical User
Interface Setup Manual, 109-xxxx-xxxx-00 /EN xx.95).
The same level that is called when pressing the Machine Keys can be
used for both functions, provided that the same functions have to be
available to the operator during repositioning and NC-block restart.

 Call

Repositioning
 Call NC-

block restart

Figure 8-1: Enter ‘repositioning’ and ‘NC-block restart’ calls in Machine Key table.

2) Call the functions ‘spindle adjustment’ and ‘terminate’
For each spindle present in the selected level to be called (level 09 in the
example, see the following figure), the corresponding spindle adjustment
function, a termination function and, in some case, additional functions
such as ‘coolant on’ must be activated. To accomplish this, determine the
appropriate symbols and texts for the respective Machine Keys and enter
the necessary data in the lines assigned to the Machine Keys in the
Identifier setup table.
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 Call Adjust spindle 1
 Call Adjust spindle 2
 Call cancel repositioning / NC-block
restart

Figure 8-2: Enter ‘adjust spindle 1/2’ and ‘cancel repos/restart’ calls in Mach.Key
table.

3) Special Characteristics of the ‘Adjust Spindle’ Function
When the Machine Keys ‘adjust spindle‘ are pressed, the Graphical User
Interface sets the Identifiers which were assigned in column 1 of the
Machine Key table (in the example: ‘mSP1_ABGL’ or ‘mSP2_ABGL’). In
addition, depending on the command M-function it sets the corresponding
auxiliary flags ‘mAxxCM3,’ ‘mAxxCM4,’ ‘mAxxCM5’ or ‘mAxxCM19’ for
approximately 400 ms. These flags are to be assigned to the corresponding gateway control signals of the spindle whose axis number is ‘xx’
(see SPS program below). Be certain that the Identifiers (names) of these
auxiliary flags cannot be changed.

8.2

SPS Program
Activating and Deactivating the ‘Repositioning’ and ‘NC-block Restart’
Functions
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2) ‘Spindle adjustment' for spindle 1
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REPOS NC-subroutine
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Figure
Figure 1-1: Repositioning and NC-block restart illustrated
using an interruption of turning
1-1
Figure 2-1: Example: Call repositioning / NC-block restart
function in manual mode via Machine Keys
2-1
Figure 2-2: Example: REPOS screen for repositioning and
NC-block restart.
2-2
Figure 6-1: Adjustment window
6-1
Figure 7-1: Gateway signal interaction for repositioning and
NC-block restart.
7-2
Figure 8-1: Enter ‘repositioning’ and ‘NC-block restart’ calls
in Machine Key table.
8-1
Figure 8-2: Enter ‘adjust spindle 1/2’ and ‘cancel repos/
restart’ calls in Mach.Key table.
8-1
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List of Customer Service points
Germany
Vertriebsgebiet Mitte

Vertriebsgebiet Ost

Vertriebsgebiet West

Vertriebsgebiet Nord

INDRAMAT GmbH
D-97816 Lohr am Main
Bgm.-Dr.-Nebel-Str. 2

INDRAMAT GmbH
D-09120 Chemnitz
Beckerstraße 31

INDRAMAT GmbH
D-40849 Ratingen
Hansastraße 25

INDRAMAT GmbH
D-22085 Hamburg
Fährhausstraße 11

Telefon: 09352/40-0
Telefax: 09352/40-4885

Telefon: 0371/3555-0
Telefax: 0371/3555-230

Telefon: 02102/4318-0
Telefax: 02102/41315

Telefon: 040/227126-16
Telefax: 040/227126-15

Vertriebsgebiet Süd

Vertriebsgebiet Südwest

INDRAMAT Service-Hotline

INDRAMAT GmbH
D-80339 München
Ridlerstraße 75

INDRAMAT GmbH
D-71229 Leonberg
Böblinger Straße 25

INDRAMAT GmbH
Telefon: D-0172/660 040 6

Telefon: 089/540138-30
Telefax: 089/540138-10

Telefon: 07152/972-6
Telefax: 07152/972-727

-oderTelefon: D-0171/333 882 6

Customer service points in Germany

Europe
Austria

Austria

Belgium

Denmark

G.L.Rexroth Ges.m.b.H.
Geschäftsbereich INDRAMAT
A-1140 Wien
Hägelingasse 3

G.L.Rexroth Ges.m.b.H.
Geschäftsbereich INDRAMAT
A-4061 Pasching
Randlstraße 14

Mannesmann Rexroth N.V.-S.A.
Geschäftsbereich INDRAMAT
B-1740 Ternat
Industrielaan 8

BEC Elektronik AS
DK-8900 Randers
Zinkvej 6

Telefon: 1/9852540-400
Telefax:1/9852540-93

Telefon: 07229/4401-36
Telefax: 07229/4401-80

Telefon: 02/5823180
Telefax: 02/5824310

Telefon: 086/447866
Telefax: 086/447160

England

Finnland

France

France

Mannesmann Rexroth Ltd.
INDRAMAT Division
Cirencester, Glos GL7 1YG
4 Esland Place, Love Lane

Rexroth Mecman OY
SF-01720 Vantaa
Riihimiehentie 3

Rexroth - Sigma S.A.
Division INDRAMAT
F-92632 Gennevilliers Cedex
Parc des Barbanniers 4,
Place du Village

Rexroth - Sigma S.A.
Division INDRAMAT
F-69634 Venissieux - Cx
91, Bd 1 Joliot Curie

Telefon: 01285/658671
Telefax: 01285/654991

Telefon: 0/848511
Telefax: 0/846387

Telefon: 1/41475430
Telefax: 1/47946941

Telefon: 78785256
Telefax: 78785231

France

Italy

Italy

Netherlands

Rexroth - Sigma S.A.
Division INDRAMAT
F-31100 Toulouse
270, Avenue de lardenne

Rexroth S.p.A.
Divisione INDRAMAT
I-20063 Cernusco S/N.MI
Via G. Di Vittoria, 1

Rexroth S.p.A. Divisione
INDRAMAT
Via Borgomanero, 11
I-10145 Torino

Hydraudyne Hydrauliek B.V.
Kruisbroeksestraat 1a
P.O. Box 32
NL-5280 AA Boxtel

Telefon: 61499519
Telefax: 61310041

Telefon: 02/92365-270
Telefax: 02/92108069

Telefon: 011/7712230
Telefax: 011/7710190

Telefon: 04116/51951
Telefax: 04116/51483

Spain

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

Rexroth S.A.
Centro Industrial Santiago
Obradors s/n
E-08130 Santa Perpetua de
Mogoda (Barcelona)

Goimendi S.A.
División Indramat
Jolastokieta (Herrera)
Apartado 11 37
San Sebastion, 20017

AB Rexroth Mecman
INDRAMAT Division
Varuvägen 7
S-125 81 Stockholm

Rexroth SA
Département INDRAMAT
Chemin de l`Ecole 6
CH-1036 Sullens

Telefon: 03/718 68 51
Telex: 591 81
Telefax: 03/718 98 62

Telefon: 043/40 01 63
Telex: 361 72
Telefax: 043/39 93 95

Telefon: 08/727 92 00
Telefax: 08/64 73 277

Telefon: 021/731 43 77
Telefax: 021/731 46 78

Switzerland

Russia

Rexroth AG
Geeschäftsbereich INDRAMAT
Gewerbestraße 3
CH-8500 Frauenfeld

Tschudnenko E.B.
Arsenia 22
153000 Ivanovo
Rußland

Telefon: 052/720 21 00
Telefax: 052/720 21 11

Telefon: 093/22 39 633

European customer service points without Germany
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Outside Europe
Argentina

Argentina

Australia

Brazil

Mannesmann Rexroth S.A.I.C.
Division INDRAMAT
Acassusso 48 41/7
1605 Munro (Buenos Aires)
Argentina

Nakase
Asesoramiento Tecnico
Diaz Velez 2929
1636 Olivos
(Provincia de Buenos Aires)
Argentina
Argentina

Australian Industrial Machenery
Services Pty. Ltd.
Unit 3/45 Horne ST
Campbellfield VIC 2061
Australia

Mannesmann Rexroth Automação
Ltda.
Divisão INDRAMAT
Rua Georg Rexroth, 609
Vila Padre Anchieta
BR-09.951-250 Diadema-SP
Caixa Postal 377
BR-09.901-970 Diadema-SP

Telefon: 01/756 01 40
01/756 02 40
Telex: 262 66 rexro ar
Telefax: 01/756 01 36

Telefon: 03/93 59 0228
Telefax: 03/93 59 02886

Telefon 01/790 52 30

Telefon: 011/745 90 65
011/745 90 70
Telefax: 011/745 90 50

Canada

China

China

China

Basic Technologies Corporation
Burlington Division
3426 Mainway Drive
Burlington, Ontario
Canada L7M 1A8

Rexroth (China) Ldt.
Shanghai Office
Room 206
Shanghai Intern. Trade Centre
2200 Yanan Xi Lu
Shanghai 200335
P.R. China

Rexroth (China) Ldt.
Shanghai Parts & Service Centre
199 Wu Cao Road, Hua Cao
Minhang District
Shanghai 201 103
P.R. China

Rexroth (China) Ldt.
1430 China World Trade Centre
1, Jianguomenwai Avenue
Beijing 100004
P.R. China

Telefon: 905/335-55 11
Telefax: 905/335-41 84

Telefon: 021/627 55 333
Telefax: 021/627 55 666

Telefon: 021/622 00 058
Telefax: 021/622 00 068

Telefon: 010/50 50 380
Telefax: 010/50 50 379

China

Honkong

India

Japan

Rexroth (China) Ldt.
A-5F., 123 Lian Shan Street
Sha He Kou District
Dalian 116 023
P.R. China

Rexroth (China) Ldt.
19 Cheung Shun Street
1st Floor, Cheung Sha Wan,
Kowloon, Honkong

Mannesmann Rexroth (India) Ltd.
INDRAMAT Division
Plot. 96, Phase III
Peenya Industrial Area
Bangalore - 560058

Rexroth Co., Ltd.
INDRAMAT Division
I.R. Building
Nakamachidai 4-26-44
Tsuzuki-ku, Yokohama 226
Japan

Telefon: 0411/46 78 930
Telefax: 0411/46 78 932

Telefon: 741 13 51/-54 und
741 14 30
Telex: 3346 17 GL REX HX
Telefax: 786 40 19
786 07 33

Telefon: 80/839 21 01
80/839 73 74
Telex: 845 5028 RexB
Telefax: 80/839 43 45

Korea

Korea

Mexico

Rexroth-Seki Co Ltd.
1500-12 Da-Dae-Dong
Saha-Gu, Pusan, 604-050

Seo Chang Corporation Ltd.
Room 903, Jeail Building
44-35 Yoido-Dong
Youngdeungpo-Ku
Seoul, Korea

Motorización y
Diseño de Controles, S.A. de C.V.
Av. Dr. Gustavo Baz No. 288
Col. Parque Industrial la Ioma
Apartado Postal No. 318
54060 Tlalnepantla
Estado de Mexico

Telefon: 051/264 90 01
Telefax: 051/264 90 10

Telefon: 02/780-82 07 ~9
Telefax: 02/784-54 08

Telefon: 045/942-72 10
Telefax: 045/942-03 41

Telefon: 5/397 86 44
Telefax: 5/398 98 88
USA

USA

Rexroth Corporation
INDRAMAT Division
5150 Prairie Stone Parkway
Hoffman Estates, Illinois 60192

Rexroth Corporation
INDRAMAT Division
2110 Austin Avenue
Rochester Hills, Michigan 48309

Telefon: 847/645-36 00
Telefax: 857/645-62 01

Telefon: 810/853-82 90
Telefax: 810/853-82 90

Customer Service points outside Europe

Customer Service
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